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Role in the SIAR study

Charnow: I understand that you played a substantial role in the UNICEF
secretariat in connection with the SIAR enterprise. Do yOU
want to give us a little backgroundon that?

Piracha: I was working in the Asia Section, as you remember, during the
time that UNICEF decided to have the SIAR management survey.
Dick Heyward and Charlea Egger, when they were asked to nomin.ste
one person by the SIAR group, asked me to be the staff officer
who would work directly with the SIAK group. There was also a
young newcomer, Hark Lsurie, who wan working with what was at
that time the AdminiatretionDivision and was alao associated in
the administrationrelated matters. Hark also had the personnel
interest;my involvementin UNICEF in the past and at that time
too had been much mere diverse. Therefore, in addition to my
work at the Asia Section I was asked to work as the staff
officer and in that context I worked very closely with the SIAR
group from stsrt to finish. I wae also a member of all three
working groups which were constituted,namely: the field group
(because of my past experience in the field) the logistics
group, and the personnelgroup.

Factors leading to study

Charnow: What was your perception of the internal conditions within ●
UNICEF which led up to the need for e survey?

Growth of organization

Piracha: I think at that time UNICEF was in a rather interestingphase in
its history. We were moving from a small “family business” to
become a “multinationalcorporation”. In fact we had already
started to move in that direction but had not go~? through the
processes which are essential for this kind of”-transition.That

situation was creating, I think, a number of concerns in the
minds of a lot of people. Our size, in terms of money, was
expanding rapidly but our institutional arrangements were not
adequate. The progranvnepolicies were also changing and we were
diversifying. All theee thinge coming together at that point in
time created an atmosphere of stress - they stretched the
organization’s capacity to a point where it was considered
necessaryto have a managementsurvey.

Neadquart6rs/Re~ionalOffice/ReDresentativea divergencies

Charnnw: Would you say that.as part of this overall picture there were a
lot of problems between the field and headquartersand the field
and regionalcffj,ces s.ndno on.
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Piracha: 1 don’t know what you mean by ‘problems’. I think there were
considerable divergencies between the field and headquarters.
When I came to New York in 1970, Jack, for example,I was one of
the very few people at headquarterswho had recently spent time
in the field. Hy first surprisewas to find that there were two
UNICEFa. That was never the way I had thought when I was in the
field but when I came here I was very often put up as an
exhibit: ‘Meet here Hr. Piracha who haa come fcornthe field’ -
somethingto be aware of!

Charnow: To be admiredor to be looked down on?
.,

Piracha: It was a very complex kind of feeling. In those days people
didn’t travel from and to headquartersat the drop of a hat - so

. having already done nine years’ work with UNICEF I came to New
York for the first time and that too for a posting. I wanted to
see people to whom I had written and with whom I had
communicatedand I would see a name on a door that was familiar,
like ‘Jack,Charnow’,“.and he would aayl ‘Oh, coineon in,’and.
‘You are from the field’ and then they would call other people
and cay, ‘Look at this fellow - he’s from the field!.

Another thing I noticed was that people would meet you and say,
‘Thank you very much for dropping by - and You are sO nice’.
And suddenlythey would pick up a piece of paper and say, ‘Look,
this stupid man from the field has sent this report and does not
understand, etc.‘ This made me feel a great deal of distance
between the field and headquarters. ‘It was almost ‘we’ and
‘they’. And I did try to bridge that distance in many ways
duringmy five and a half years in New York.

I was involved,you might remember, in the establishmentof the
G~Obal Staff Association and was one who tried to bring tbe
field and headquarterstogether. There were.undercurrentsand
tensions bacsuse of the fact that we bad grown so rapidly and
become such a large organization,and some of these things had
to be pulled together and sorted out. The Country office,
Regional office and Headquartersrelationswaa not a new problem
at that time - we earlier had the HichelmoreReport -- so UNICEF
has attempted to deal with this problem at various points in
different ways. I don’t think it ever was or can be finally
resoived in any one direction.

Charnow: I’m glad you mentioned the ?fichelmoreReport because I don’t
recall that there ia any place in the SIAR written report that
mentioned that there had been a Hichelmore Report and that it
had suggesteddoing away with one of the tiers snd getting to a
two-tiersystem.

Piracha: They did mention it at one point but they didn’t say what it,,
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meant. There is a very brief mention of ‘a Hichelm.oreStudy’
but they didn’t say what it was. But we did at the time of the
SIAR have access through the people who were involved in it - I
think yourself, Dick Heyward, and others - to look at this
matter and it was quite evident to the SIAR group that this wes
not the first tine that UNICEF as an organizationwes looking at
this two-tiered, three-tieredayatstsrelationshipbetween field
and headqu.ectecs.

Charnow: I had the impression,precedingSIAR, that many of the people in
. the country offices felt a degree of frustration in that the
Regional directors and Regional offices,often really didn’t know
a great deal about what was going on in the representatives’

t
countries and yet because of, as you mentioned, the lack of

* travel, communicationand sometimes not having direct access to
headquarter, some important components of the programmed they
proposed were cut out without their being a patty to what had
developed. Did you sense that as a background? .

..

Piracha: Yes, “it happened. There were occasiona when this would happen
and people in the field would feel very upset. My experienceat
that time, when I came to New York, had all been in the ARO, or
subsequently the EAFRO, region. I had worked as a trainee in
Pakistan when I first joined, then as an internationalofficer I
establishedthe Jakarta office; then I came to New Yock. I had ‘o
an understandingof the feeling that people in that region would
share. Very often they would complain that the progrmmneswhich
they had developed with the governments’were either financially
ar, in terms of substance, chsnged without due consultation -
that was one of the reasons. And when I came to New York I had
to deal with the same questions and situation from this end of
the process.

@ic SIAR approach

Charnow: Would you like to talk a little bit
the SIAR people, and how they worked
all about?

. -.

about how you worked with
what they thought it was

Piracha: I think SIAR was a very interesting group. You might recall
that when the Board asked ua to undertake a management survey,
we looked at a number of groups. I think there were the
HcK.inseys who were traditionally United Nations management
consultants,and one or two others. SIAR was another group. I
do remember that each of these groups made written presentations
aud some of them were also called to speak to a smail group of
us and fc,llowingthis whole process the rather unknown group of
SIAR was selected. They were not the ones who had had any
experience with the United Nations in particular and
interg9vercmentale.genciesin general. They were mostly

●
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management consultantsto business and industryand that alsoin
rather a “remote” part of Europe, the Scandinavianarea. But,
having considered their background and interests and some of
their methodology, I think UNICEF decided that they were the
more appropriatebecause they had a social and a human di!nenaion
to their work rather than a purely business management,
work-to-rule, and “how can you make greater efficiency and
squeezemore out of the staff” attitude. These were some of the
considerationswhich were given up in the interest of a more
open and participatorysurvey.

The other feature which I believe attracted us (I’m not sure,
but I‘m trying to speculate)WS,S- at least in the corridors.and
in other places where people talk informally - the fact that
SIAR in their presentation had very clearly stated that they
wanted full UNICEF participation; they wanted UNICEF groups.
Ue didn’t realize at that time how big an involvementwe would
have. I think we discoveredthis in.due course and learned cmr
lessons. But at thae time, the mere fsct that‘they mentioned
they would’‘likeus to participate,put a lot of‘asindsat ease -
that if they went out of line we would still be able to
maintain, or sustain,or save the chaatity of, UNICEF, which was
very daar to ua. So I think it waa from this point of view that
SIAR was selectedto carry out the survey.

I very vividly recall my first encounterwith them - I think.it
was almostwinter - before they started their work. They wanted
ua to (Hark Laurie and myself) spend some time with them in both
Stockholm and Lund, which is where they had their main office.
I really was surprised at how little they knew about UNICEF or
even the UN system at that time. In fact they liked ua so much
they asked us to stay longer because although Hark was a
ralative newcomer to the organizationI felt they were gettiag a

- lot of mileage from us both at no coat - understandingUNICRF,
ita functions,how we work, etc. So, from that stay in Lund and
in Stockholm, they organized their approach, and aa I said E
little while a&o, they were really not very Much experiencedin
handling or dealingwith an animal such as us - a social service
international organization not
orientationof businessgroups.

Board interestin economy

Charnow: Now, as Sacretacyof the Board, I
a survev, the interest on the

having the profit making

saw the pressure leading up to
part of certainly the lar~e

contributorswas to have a look at how economically ,wewere
administeringour programmed. There was a lot of discussionon
the ratio of administrativecosts to overall expenditures. Are
you saying that actually this was not an important issue with
sIAR?
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Piracha: Perhaps I did not make myself very clear, Jack. What I meant
WaS that SIAR, as a group, was not only concerned with pure
management issues or the economy of an operation from a profit
making viewpoint, but they SISO had a solid and strong social
and human angie in contra-distinctionto the other groups, like
HcKinseys, who are very much management-focussed and
management-oriented. They promised ua a little bit extra that
others appearedto lack.

Pros k Cons

Charnow: Let me ask you a question in retrospectabout this selection. I
have heard comments that they were not only a reflection,as you
suggest, of the thinkingwithin the UNICEF Secretariat,but also

. represented the current stage of advanced thinking generally at
that period about staff participationand a certain ideological
concern with the underdog (who were considered to be the field
people!) and so on. Do you think it was a good..selectionin
terms of’the times aird,if we were to embark on a sucvey in the
future, what lessons would we learn from the selection of s
group like that?

Piracha: In dealing with a group like this, Jack, I think there ace pros
and cons. ‘l’heyhad advantages. I think it was a lively survey
that they did. Now, whether they did it or we did it - I think
they gave ua the impetus, they gave us the methodology,but we ‘o

did the work. As far as I am concerned, let there be no
questions about that. They contributed two basic approaches:
one is what they call ‘HistoricalAnalysis’. That wes a nice
expression but I didn’t see much of an analysis coming out
except when we talked - and I had a lot of talking with them -
when they would “ask‘who did this’ and ‘why did he do it’, and
they asked this question of everjbody. If it was g.cinginto any

- process and was being used in an analyticalway,-.that would bw
fins, but I didn’t see much evidence. You remember we had a
long sheet in our sixth floor (East side) meeting room which got
to be longer and longer because every time we ran out of space
we would add more pages. People were invited to go and add
anything - any event, any person, anecdote, whatever - of any
value that came to their minds. And people did that. I doubt
if that was put through any systematic analysis because they
didn’t have time. They did put a lot of emphasis on what they
called ‘historical analysis’; but it was to a considerable
extent based upon picking up innuendosand interestingsnippets
here and there rather than on documentedhistoricalfacts.

The second was a canfrontationalapproach/styLe. They would put
people against people and throw in an issue and that created a
lot of upheavals anii if you will recall, those were very
tumultuoustimes. The meeting they had in Latin America

,.
●
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exploded. The meeting in Lake Hinewaska had a “field” group
which was pitted against a group of people from headquartersand
they were locked up for two or three days and we had a lot of
trading of accusations and things like that. So they would
regularly bring in these confrontationalsituations. They had,
for example, in the same confcontationalsystem, a whole lot of
interviews that people did confidentially. I was the one who
co-ordinated all that. All the interviews, both of the
interviewerand the interviewee,were not identified,and we put
that information into the survey. We had reams and reams of
informationalmaterial and I don’t think that when the final
report came Out even 5% of that material was actually
reflected; They came up with rather superficiil things.

Cparnow: Where is this material? Whose property is it - theirs or ours?

Piracha: There were several copies floating around. Ue must have a
record somewherein our files in the..DPA. I think.it would be a
shame if we let it go to waste. I am sure they had a system by
which all ‘~hework that was being done was copied to them. Once
the survey process had started, however, UNICEF got hold of it
with our traditional dynamism and ingenuity. We really took
over the survey and using our imagination we carried out a
number of significantreviews.

You have to understand thare were three very interesting
personalitiesin the SIAR group, very interesting. We had Jan
Lundeburg, David Palin and Professor Erik Rhenman. Lundeburg
was a nice, soft, philosophical,genuine person and I think once
he discoveredUNICEF he really started to appreciateus, he was
very nu~h for preservingthe tradition of UNICEF. I think, at
some point later in the survey,.he had some kind of parting-Of-
the-wqs with the other two in tha group, beceuse“theywanted to
go out and wield the hatchet much more strongly thsn they
actually finally did. Palin, on the other hand (he was English
as you know - the other two were Suedes) was actually the one
who they sctually put forward to us as a bait to indicste that
they were an international group and that they had some
international experience or capability. Palin was a smart
feilow, and he was also their scribe. He wrote the report in
English.

Rhenman was a leader, very ambitious. His objective was to
internationalizeSIAR. UNICEF was a God-sent opportunity for
them to have. An organizationas prestigious,as well-known and
respected as UNICEF lying in front of them at the examination
table, snd they were diagnosing, probing. This gave them the
OPPOrtUflitYto internationalizeand Rhenmanwanted to make a big
deal out of it. I think Palin wanted to play his game. This is
my resoling,Jsck, based on the very close associationI had with
this Eroup.
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Value in light of results

Charnow: Some staff members seem to believe that this probing,
confrontational, participation thing was too costly, both in
terms of’time and energy for UNICEF. And as you indicated it
turned out that we did practically all the work anyway, so the
fundamental outcomes? that remain from them were ours. So the
question was ‘was it really necessary - should we have had an
outside firm do it?’. The second feeling is that it stirred up
such dissatisfactionsand high expectations that it took us an
awful long time to get over it. What would be your reaction to
that?

Piracha: Well, I re-state: we did all the work. I know that we did,
?,, becsuse even when they were not here - they were not with us all

the time, they would come and.visit us - the personnel group
would be functioning and the logistics group would be
functioning,the feed-backs,the interviews,and all these other
activities,,would continue. And we were the:-ones. I was
personallyin each of these groups and the ideas’would come from
us and we would mention them and they would say, ‘Oh that is a
very good idea’ and they would go ahead and put it into the
process. Like the interviews with people in the field, when
Headquarters people were going on official travel or home
leave. I did several interviews,Weh Wong, Hartin Sandberg and
several others did, too. All the people who were going out @

either on visits or on home leave would visit the offices
en-route in our own time, do the interviews,consolidatethings,
etc. There is no question that we did all the work. They would
only provideminimal inputs.

But the question, rhetoricalas it may sound, Je.ck,is ‘O.K. if
we had that capacity and we demonstrated that we had the
capacity, then why didn’t we do it?’. So probably you needed a
catalyst to come and agitate us to a point where we would be
able to look at ourselves seriously. You are right - every time
a catalyst is brought in, it agitates thinga until things settle
down.

You have elso mentioned in your question, ‘Was it worth it?’ -
and not only in terms of staff time spent, which was plenty, but
also in monetary terms? I think it did cost us a pretty penny.
I would say that it wss not entirelywasted. I think it brought
out a lot of psnt-up questions, problems, issues, that were in
the rinds of people, not only in the field, but there were
people in New York who had problems. I think it provided the
opportunity to the organization to SDeak to itself, to
communicate with itself. What cost is too much? It’s realiy
sornethiagI cannot answer. But I believe if we wouldn’t have
dor.eit ourselves, it was the Board and then the SIAR group

. ,.

●
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which forced us to think. I am sure if it was another group, a
traditional management survey group, this kind of results
wouldn’t have come about. But, in the case of SIAR we were out
on the sidewalk in full view of everybody and ourselves. The
self-realisationdid create a lot of maturity in our ranks and
also stabilizedthe organizationto a point where it started to
come at peace with itself. There was a commotion but I think
that after the commotion,when things settled down, you enjeyed
the peace even more. I don’t know if I‘ve answered your
question.

Essentially,I think tre,mendouawork was done but it was not
fully utilized.Haybe it was too much - the job was too big for
them to handle.

-

I think SIAR,’from what I saw, Jack, was very small - these
three people and a few secretaries,and “thatwas SIAR. It was a
very small organization. Their ..methodology .1, think was
excellentbut they didn’t have the capacity to absorb, react and
then help.”

SIAR overemphasison Personalities;‘Heyward

Charnow: Let me ask you th&e’s another point here about SIAR and its
recommendationsthat I’ve heard and that is that some of its
actual recommendationsware based upon key personalitieswithin
UNICEF rather than looking at the long-range nature of the
organization. For example, SIAR seemed to have a feeling thet
Hr.Heyward wns running too many things and therefore it was
necessary to work around him. Hy view was that in some cases
there was a misconceptionof Heyward’s role, rather than a more
fundamentalapproachtowardsorganizationalproblems.

Piracha: - I think I basically agree with your formulation,””Jack. I have
great admirationand respect for Dick Heyward. Although retired
he still is a giant among us. Also, as you know, many people
were afraid of Dick. In many ways he was very knowledgeableand
thereforehe was very powerful and he could out-do anyone in any
department. So no matter which way You see it, eventuallywhen
the chips were down the work of UNICEF got personifiedin him.

Essentiallywhat they did was, I think, to go in and listen to
people and they all gave the same impression- that the power
structure in this organizationwas one man. They thought and
believed this was not haalthy - people said it was not a healthy
thing and tt.ey wanted it to be somehow, you can say,
decentralized- but, on the other hand, spread out.

One of the things which gave Dick Heyward the power over people
was his being the chairmanof all the three APC committees,and
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even before the report came out, while it was still in the
process, Hr. Labouisse declared that we would observe the
procedures aa followed by the United Nations and that the APC
would elect its own chairman. And so Group A elected Martin
Sandberg as the first elected chairman, Group B elected me as
the first elected chairman and Group C, which covers only the GS
staff at headquarters,elected, I think, Betsy Wright.

So this was, I believe, an expressionof the feeling of a lot of
people. I have also enjoyed very close associationwith Dick,
we worked very closely, and at occasions I asked him, ‘We must
see a time when you will not be with us. We must plan and
prepare for it‘“. I personallytalked to him about this.

?. Headquarters/EuroDeanOffice relationshipdisregarded

Charnow: I was surprised in re-reading the SIAE report that they really
didn’t go into our relationswith our,European office, which has
been a continual problem. DO you have any recollection as to
why they didn’t get into that one?

Piracha: I don’t have any specific recollection.’The European office was
at that time considered a regional office. If you remember,
Jack, at Paris/Genevadid have some programmingresponsibilities
- e.g. - North Africa and I think Turkey. So, the configuration
of the European office was not what it is today. It was ‘e

therefore,‘to my best memory, it was looked upon as a regional
office - nothing special,nothing peculiar about it.

Lack of analyticaldegth

I don’t think SIAR people had enough acumen or even enough time,
to get into the real analyticalissues and depth. They were not

- even familiarwith the whole developmentphilosophy.

They did not even touch the surface of our programminguniverse,
that is the work of UNICEF. They mostly concentratedon people
and personalitiesand the inter-relationshipsand they looked at
the regional offices, they looked at the persons of the regional
directors; the sections,programmesection,etc.

~fficient use of staff work

Horeover, the SIAR ,didnot make much use of all the work that
had been tione. This is one of my biggest “gripes,” if you would
like to call it.that way. I was on the front line,,workiagwith
all the groups and i know what kind of ground we covered and the
materials we produced. I was really proud cf my organization
and our wcrk and my own involvement. They did not even touch
one fraction of that whole work and I only wish somebody would
make uae of it, because a lot of people spent a lot of time. ●
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Charnow: 1 hope the History Project can find it in the files and then we
will get back to you on it.

Pi’racha: I don’t have a complete record but I have odds and ends and
things which have somehow moved with me I have not had time to
look at what I have, but we did a lot of work, Jack.

Knowledgenetworks/centres

,

Another cotrunentI would like to make concerns the whole gambit
of knowledge networks antiknowledge centres. I em truly and
really disappointed in our reaction to the concept that was
behind these. Perhaps the reason is that it didn’t come out
clearly in the report itself. I read over the report this
weekend and I think it somehow.aaysit.but not aS clearlY as it
developed during the survey and discussions. The knowledge
networklknowledgecentre complex, if I remember correctly (and I
was very much personallyinvolved)was one pratiq+ way, to get
around ,this whole two-tier, three-tier system.
‘Knowledge-centres’would go right to the root of our work. It
all actually happened in Lund when we.were sitting around the
fire; it was Santa ?fariaDay and we were drinking glug - warm
ted wine - and the whole idea was developing. The basic idea
was that these regional offices would have the kind of
specializedservices that UNICEF programmingenvironmentin the
field needs but which are not available from any of the
specialized agencies; we don’t want a doctor but we want a
doctor who can think like an educationaliatand act like a water
engineer and behave like a social worker, for example - the
complex inter-relationship. Out of that basic idea we were
hoping to create a regionalservicecentre.

These specialized people would.be the centrea of excellence,
really top-class people and they would follow-a regional career
within UNICEF and would move between the regions. They are too
expensive to be posted in one country office, but they are
necessary to the organization. They may not be required
full-time for any one project or programme, but, when shared
within the region, they could act as a knowledge centre. This
rotation between regionswas necessary in order for them not to
beccme stale. I think this waa a big problem which the field
signalledthat in headquartersthere are people wbo never move.

This need for rotation was one of the main points which kept
coming up in the field group, the logisticsgroup, the personnel
group, but strangely enough ~ in the policy group. Just S0
that we do not create another sort of fossilizedgroup in the
regional offices, the recommendationI personally made was for
them to move from one region to the other and enrich themselves
from varied experiencesand contribute. ,
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Chacnow:

.

Piracha:

Charnow:

Piracha:

Charnow:

Piracha:

The way to knowledge networks was paved with everY gOOd
intention. However, hy the time we came down to its
implementation, it became a grouping of psople with similar
interests and through circulating lists they were put in touch
with each other. I think we really debased the whole idea of a
knowledgenetwork.

Self-analysisa continuousurocess

Would you say that the conclusion that could be drawn was that
this kind of self-analysis is really a continuing, internal, job
which cannot ever be conceivedas being a one-time thing done by
outsideca, to yield the kind of results which you suggest are
needed?

,.::

Absolutely. There is no question in my mind. And I believe we
should involve our own people. I think, when we draw people to
do this kind of work or help in doing this work, we should not
give them two jobs, This I am saying from personal experience.

And then after that, you were kind of out of the picture weren’t
you, so we didn’t benefit from any of your experience? You got
back to your regular thing? Was there someone like you who waa
the overall liaison?

No. There waa a policy group in the Front Office but it was
something which we didn’t know very much about. There are no
records, I think, Of their delibeca’tiona. But there ace
records, and they should be available, of the field group, the
logisticsgroup, the personnelgroup.

Thank YOU very much. This has been a very lively period between
us. I wish we could go on for a longer time. Sooner or later
the idea is going to arise of having another.nana~ementsurvey.
SIAR said that its survey was good for the next ten years or
so. Well, ten years have passed and we need to learn from the
SIAR experience.

Thank you very much, Jack. I really have to scratch my head for
memories - they are not all that sharp, but I was so closely
involved that I really felt very much a part of the whole
process and I think it was very exciting. I was ten years
younger. I like doing certain things and this is one of them.
It was a lot of fun.

‘o

End of interview

.


